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Who wrote the Fitzwilliam Book?
There is a beautiful handwritten manuscript in the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge known as the
Fitzwilliam Virginal Book – a ‘virginal’ being a small harpsichord. It is the largest collection of
Elizabethan and Jacobean keyboard music, numbering nearly 300 pieces composed during the
50 years before keyboard music was first published in England in 1612.
The book is tremendously important historically, not least for the range and variety of its pieces,
dating from a period during which musical theory and notation were going through a great
transition into their modern form. (For example, such things as bar lines and accidentals – sharps
and flats – were being introduced.) We do not know for certain who wrote it but it seems probable
that the creation of this treasured document, an enormous labour of love, was the by-product of a
chain of remarkable events.
Along with the rest of the collection housed in the museum that bears his name, the volume was
donated by Richard 7th Viscount Fitzwilliam to the University of Cambridge in 1816. He had
acquired it from Robert Bremner who had bought it for ten guineas in 1762 at the sale of the
collection of J.C. Pepusch (1667–1752), the German-born composer best known for his musical
contribution to The Beggar’s Opera. Pepusch was a scholar with an unusual interest (for the time) in
earlier music and was a co-founder of The Academy of Ancient Music in 1710. The volume’s
provenance before that is unknown.
The manuscript has long been reputed to have been compiled by Francis Tregian the Younger, from
Cornwall, while he was imprisoned in the Fleet prison for recusancy from about 1608 up to his death,
supposed until recently to be in 1619.1 This incarceration could possibly have given him time enough
to carry out such a task, but it raises the question of how he was able to cultivate the taste, knowledge
and contacts in order to collect all the music for copying.

The Tregians
There had been many important Cornish musicians before Tregian. The eminent composer William
Cornyshe (1469–1523), whose ancestors would have been given that surname because they had come
from Cornwall, was a great composer in the time of Henry VII and Henry VIII, and the most eminent
of several musicians with the same name at that time. There was in fact another William Cornyshe
(c.1430–c.1502) who may have been his father. It is not clear which works are by William senior and
which by William junior. The composers Giles Farnaby (c.1563–1640) and his son Richard were also
Cornish. Thomas Tomkins (1572–1656), though born in Wales, was said to be of Cornish stock (from
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Lostwithiel). The compositions of these three, along with those of Byrd, Dowland, Bull, Morley,
Philips and others, feature in the Virginal Book.
Tregian (pronounced Trudgian, which, in this alternative spelling, is also a Cornish surname) is a very
interesting figure, and to this day many mysteries remain unsolved regarding how he operated. We know
a great deal about his lineage, as he was the son of a much more famous father, Francis Tregian the Elder.
Francis senior came from a rich, land-owning family. His father had married into the Arundell
family, and Francis himself married a Stourton (Mary, daughter of Charles, the 8th Lord Stourton)
which linked him to the Dudleys, the Howards and the Stanleys (the Earls of Derby). They owned
several manors in Cornwall, including Golden, the family home in the parish of Probus. (‘Golden’ was
a corruption of Wolvedon, sometimes spelled Volvedon, which had been the name of the branch of the
family from whom it had been inherited.)2
The Tregians, then, were well connected and well off. Despite this, in the religious and political
turmoil of the Tudor era they were vulnerable, because they held to the old Roman Catholic faith. The
story of Francis senior’s recusancy and downfall is well documented. He harboured Cuthbert Mayne
(later Saint Cuthbert Mayne, canonised in 1970), a Roman Catholic seminary priest, who had been at
the English College in Douai during 1573–6, and who, in 1577, was arrested by Sir Richard Grenville
(he of the warship Revenge and a Tennyson poem), convicted of high treason and hanged, drawn and
quartered in the market square at Launceston. Francis’s own death sentence was remitted to a
punishment which included the confiscation by the Crown of his Cornish lands and goods and
perpetual imprisonment. He was kept in the Fleet prison from about 1580 to 1601, when he was
paroled to Chelsea. He finally left England in 1606 and lived in Portugal, on a pension from the King
of Spain, until his death in 1608. He was buried in Lisbon – standing upright to symbolise his struggle
for his faith against Queen Elizabeth.
Francis junior was born at Golden in 1573 or 1574, but on the conviction of his father in 1579 his
family was evicted and moved to London. Francis was educated in France (at Eu, then Douai) and
later worked in Rome as steward of Cardinal Allen, after whose death in 1594 Francis junior was
described as ‘a talented and noble layman, knowledgeable in philosophy, music and Latin’.3
In 1594 he may have returned to England to attempt to reclaim his father’s Cornish estates, and in
1603 he was in Brussels. The earliest documented evidence of his return to England is dated December
1606.4 He got into debt buying back Golden from the wife of George Carey, later Lord Hunsdon (the
Lord Chamberlain to whom the estates had been conveyed). It seems that it was this debt, aggravated
by the penalties for recusancy, which led to his being imprisoned on the orders of King James.
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The conundrum
Did Tregian’s work while in prison include compiling and copying what was to become known as the
Fitzwilliam Virginal Book? Did he have the time? The book is only one of four manuscripts (totalling
around 2000 pieces across a wide range of composers and genres) which have been attributed to
Francis Tregian. (The others are Egerton MS 3665 in the British Museum; New York Public library
MS Drexel 4302; and some of Christ Church, Oxford, Music MSS 510–14.) Their choice of pieces
reflects a broad and cultivated taste: many Catholic composers are represented, though not
exclusively.5 Assuming that Francis Tregian was in prison for about eleven years he would have had to
complete copying out a piece, on average, about every two days. But how would he have been able to
select and collect the music?
It now seems that Tregian couldn’t have been ‘inside’ all that time. If it was indeed debt for which
he had been confined, rather than recusancy offences, he may well have been at liberty until later than
thought. The date of the summons (for debt) was not until 27 July 1611 and, furthermore, there is
much documentary evidence in the Courtney Library in Truro that he was regularly down in Cornwall
during the period from then up to 1616, which would suggest that either the summons wasn’t carried
out until after that date, or that Tregian was allowed time away from his jail, a practice which was
permitted (at a price). So it seems Tregian had less time in prison to do the work than has been
thought, but, on the other hand, more freedom to assemble the music.
We now know that Tregian died in the Fleet in 1617,6 and that there were ‘many hundred volumes’
in his chamber.7 However, no inventory has ever been found in the document of Administration
arranged for his unmarried sisters Catherine and Dorothy to take care of his estate. Tregian was
buried in St Bride’s Church, Fleet Street, on 11 August 1617.8
Because of the gap in the provenance of the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book prior to the 18th century,
identification of Tregian as the author has never been firmly established, though it is generally
accepted. Despite extensive study of the handwriting, paper, etc of the four manuscripts, uncertainty
remains as to how much confidence there can be in the attributions. Nevertheless, the cultivated taste
of a connoisseur and a great knowledge of contemporary music both in England and on the Continent
would have been required to make these compilations – qualifications Tregian certainly possessed. The
annotations in Italian are further circumstantial evidence, as Tregian had worked in Italy. Furthermore,
he had mobility and was not confined to the Fleet prison for the whole of a decade or more. This
makes it probable that he had the opportunity to pursue his musical interests, while still having many
hours of confinement to undertake the marathon task of copying.
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Let us suppose that Tregian was in and out of prison between 1611 and 1617. Could he have
averaged about one piece of copying a day to complete all four manuscripts? No better rival claimant
or scriptorium group has emerged to supplant him, and he remains credited with the achievement of
preserving the most significant extant body of late-Elizabethan and early-Jacobean music. If his father
had not let Cuthbert Mayne into the house, British musical history might have been very different!
 Greg Holt
www.gregholt.co.uk
1The

Grove Concise Dictionary: New Updated Edition (London, 1994).
Joyce Taylor, compiler, Historical Notes (unpublished manuscript deposited in the Cornwall Family History Society,
Truro, 1984), Set 2, The Parish of Probus, page 2.
3Ruby Reid Thompson, ‘Francis Tregian the Younger as Music Copyist: A Legend and an Alternative View’, Music &
Letters, Vol. 82, No.1. (Feb. 2001), pp. 1–31, referring to Records of the English Catholics under the Penal Laws, ii:
The Letters and Memorials of William Cardinal Allen (1532–1594), ed. Thomas Francis Knox (London, 1887), p. 376:
‘molto nobile, di 20 anni, secolare di ingenio felicissimo, dotto in filosofia, in musica, et nella lingua latina’.
4Royal Institution of Cornwall: HC/3/9 (1 December 1606).
5In his volumes in toto Tregian’s aim may have been to preserve European contemporary music most acceptable to a
Catholic audience. Egerton 3665 has numerous madrigals by Italians as well as works by composers of Italian origin at
the English court (the Ferraboscos and Bassanos).
6The National Archives, PROB 6/9, 134 (1 September 1617). This information was seen by Group Captain T.P.F.
Trudgian at the Public Record Office in 1984 and placed by him in the Cornwall Family History Society, Truro, in
1992.
7Alexander Harris, The Economy of the Fleet, ed. Augustus Jessopp (London, 1879).
8Guildhall Library MS 6538.
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The Fitzwilliam Virginal Book (Volume 5)
This volume in the complete recording of the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book is devoted to several composers
– some of them very well known, like Thomas Tallis, some of them rather obscure, like Ferdinando
Richardson. Richardson was an amateur composer who was in fact called Sir Ferdinando Heyborne,
Groom of the Privy Chamber of Queen Elizabeth. Only a few of his compositions survive, two of which
are notated in the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book. Richardson was taught by Tallis and probably as well by
Byrd. Richardson is also known for his arrangement of a piece by Thomas Morley: the Pavan and
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Galliard (set by Heyborne). Since Richardson held an important position at court he may also have
known John Bull well. His two pavans and galliards in the Fitzwiliam Virginal Book are followed by
variations [CD1:6–9, 14–17] much in the style of some of the galliard variations by John Bull (e.g.
Variatio on Pipers Galliard, see Vol.4:CD2:14), and it seems likely Richardson was taught by him,
as well.
Thomas Tallis might be considered the founding father of the English keyboard style, as he was
teacher to William Byrd, with whom he had a warm relationship during his entire life. Tallis was
godfather to one of Byrd’s children, and the two composers had a patent on printing polyphonic
church repertoire. In 1575 they published the Cantiones quae ab argumento sacrae vocantur in which
also was published a poem by Ferdinando Heyborne (Richardson). The two lengthy Felix namques
[CD1:20, 22] written down in the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book are good examples of the way English
composers treated cantus firmus-based compositions. John Bull was quite obviously inspired by these
two pieces, dated 1562 and 1564. The source of Tallis’s inspiration was the medieval tradition of
organ improvisations added to the sung offertory or even played in its stead. The style, apart from the
short introduction, might appear quite abstract. The cantus firmus on the offertory melody ‘Felix
namque’ is presented in long note values (semi brevis), and each tone of the melody is repeated here.
This results in a rather slow harmonic pattern, which is enlivened by virtuoso passagework. Tallis’s use
of polyrhythmic, shifting accents and keen tempo changes in perfect tempo relation to the static cantus
firmus is closely related to the old ars subtiliar tradition, which had its heyday in the 15th century.
John Munday (or Mundy) was, like John Bull, a doctor in music (Oxford 1624), though his life
appears to have been less tumultuous than Bull’s. As organist at Westminster Abbey for 45 years he
composed sacred music as well as madrigals, and in 1601 he contributed to The Triumphs of Oriana,
a book of madrigals compiled and published by Thomas Morley in honour of Queen Elizabeth.
Munday is represented with five pieces in the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book. The variations on ‘Goe from
my window’ are written down twice in the manuscript – once attributed to Munday (with an extra
variation, see Vol.1:CD2:4) and once to Thomas Morley, the version recorded on the present volume
[CD1:4]. It seems likely that only the added variation is from the hand of Munday, since the piece
resembles Morley’s style rather than Munday’s. In particular, Munday’s Fantasia III [CD1:2] is
noteworthy as one of the first programmatic pieces for keyboard ever written. The piece describes the
weather as it might occur in English summer: fair weather followed by thunderstorms. Munday
painstakingly notates in each section where lightning, then thunder then fair weather are represented –
a cycle that recurs four times in the piece, before it culminates in ‘a cleare day’.
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Thomas Morley was organist at St Paul’s Cathedral and is best known for his theoretical treatise
Plaine and Easie Introduction to Practicall Musicke (published 1597). A student of Byrd, he was one
of the foremost English madrigalists, as well. He also composed music for broken consort (a consort
of different types of instruments, as opposed to the viol consort or the recorder consort). Morley is
represented in the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book by nine pieces, all of them recorded on the present
volume. The pavans and galliards follow the traditional pattern used by his contemporaries. Because
the opening bars of the Pavan and Galiard CLIII and CLIV [CD2:5–6] are reminiscent of John
Dowland’s Lachrymae, and because Dowland’s Pipers Galliard is also quoted, these pieces might be
considered a tribute to this great composer and colleague. The Fantasia [CD2:7] seems to be an
intabulation, embellished in the Italian style, of an as yet unidentified instrumental or even vocal piece.
Thomas Tomkins is considered to be the last virginalist. His works in the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book
are definitely early compositions, since Tomkins remained active long after the compilation of the
manuscript and the majority of his keyboard pieces appear to have been composed during the last two
decades of his life. Nevertheless, this other student of Byrd is represented in the Fitzwilliam Virginal
Book by some amazing pieces, such as Barafostus’ Dreame and A Grounde (see Vol.1:CD2:15 and
Vol.1:CD1:15). The other compositions, recorded on the present volume, are less grand in scale but
nonetheless also point to a perfection of the virginalist style. Tomkins compiled his own manuscript
with compositions by himself, Byrd and Bull. The manuscript also includes a list of ‘lessons of worthe’
containing compositions by other composers including Tallis, Byrd and Bull.
Another important ‘composer’ in the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book is Mr Anonymous. The anonymous
pieces seem on average to be of lesser quality than the works ascribed to composers and might stem
from the compiler of the manuscript (F. Tregian?). In general the pieces are short and are sometimes
simplifications of other pieces. For instance, Tomkins’s Barafostus’ Dreame is paraphrased in an
anonymous composition with the same title (FvbXVIII, see Vol.1:CD2:11). There is also a kind of
undeniable clumsiness to some of the pieces. The set of corantos [CD2:18–25] – some of them titled
‘corrãto’, which also points in the direction of Tregian, who travelled in Spain – is interspersed with
corantos by Edward Hooper, Gentleman of the Chapel Royal and organist at Westminster Abbey.
In 1615 Hooper attained the prestigious position of Joint Organist of the Chapel Royal alongside
Orlando Gibbons.
Some of the pieces’ titles feature attributions that are a bit enigmatic. The Pavana M.S. XVI
[CD1:11] might appear to be attributed to a composer with the initials M.S., but since the melody is
the tune ‘Mall Sims’, the attribution indicates a musical source rather than a composer.
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The prelude attributed to ‘El. Kiderminster’ [CD1:21] might be, according to a theory held by my
colleague Glen Wilson, an early work by John Bull. He believes ‘El.’ to be an abbreviation for
Elementum: ‘beginnings’ or ‘member of the elementary class at a Latin school’. The market town of
Kidderminster had one such institution, which would have been the nearest one to Radnorshire,
John Bull’s likely Welsh home. The school was founded by the Lord of the Manor of Kidderminster,
a member of the Council of the Marches whose President recommended Bull for the position of
organist at Hereford Cathedral.
Wilson concludes: ‘Kid(d)erminster is not a person’s name at all (it is not to be found in the
telephone books of a number of major English cities), but a note on a manuscript that [Ferdinando]
Richardson received from Bull, apologising for the little work’s occasional awkwardness’.1 This is an
interesting view – one I thought was worth sharing here.
 Pieter-Jan Belder
1

Glen Wilson: liner notes to Ferdinando Richardson: Complete works for Harpsichord. Naxos 8.572997.
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